
The Einhell cross laser level TC-LL 2 makes it easy to project a laser cross and single laser lines onto walls, floors, ceiling or workpieces. Angular

placement on surfaces is possible with the universal clamp for precision operation. Used as a digital spirit level, the cross laser level makes

conventional measuring tools redundant. This cross laser level also has a self-leveling function, with an LED which warns of tilt angles greater than 4°

degrees. A 1/4" thread is integrated for use on a tripod. Comfortable handling of the cross laser level is assured by the soft grip. Included in the scope

of delivery is a universal clamp for user-friendly and flexible operation and a practical bag.

TC-LL 2

Cross Laser Level
Item No.: 2270105

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825616231

Features
Easy projection of a laser cross-

Projection of a horizontal and/or a vertical laser line-

Angled positioning of objects with help of the universal clamp-

Self-leveling (LED warning if the inclination is more than 4°)-

Integrated 1/4" thread for use with a tripod-

Also usable as a digital spirit level-

Comfortable handling thanks to the soft grip-

Incl. universal clamp for convenient working-

Incl. practical bag for storage-

2x 1.5V AA batteries needed (not included in delivery)-

Technical Data
- Working Range 8 m

- Laser class (horizontal) II

- Laser diode (horizontal) 635 nm

- Laser class (vertical) II

- Laser diode (vertical) 635 nm

- Auto-leveling time 5 s

- self-leveling range 4 °

- Accuracy 0.5 mm/m

- Tripod thread 1/4''

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 0.23

- Gross weight (kg) 0.76

- Dimensions single carton 215 x 88 x 187 mm

- Pieces per export carton 8 Pieces

- Gross weight of export carton 6.6 kg

- Dimensions export carton 455 x 360 x 210 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 7040 | 14080 | 15360
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Available as special accessories

Tripod
Tripod
Item No.: 2270115
Bar Code: 4006825616255
Einhell Grey
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